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PREFACE

Cobalt is a metal used in U.S. aerospace and defense industries. At
present it is not produced in the United States. It has been one of the
metals purchased for the strategic stockpile. Vulnerability of the United
States to shortfalls in the supply of cobalt and other minerals and materials
is a concern of both the Congress and the Administration. Hearings have
been held before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban
Affairs to consider subsidizing domestic cobalt production.
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) has prepared this analysis in
response to a request from the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science,
and Transportation. In keeping with CBO's mandate to provide objective
analysis, the report makes no recommendations.
The paper was written by Robert J. Barbera of CBO!s Natural
Resources and Commerce Division, under the supervision of David L. Bodde
and Everett M. Ehrlich. The author would like to thank Paul Bugg, Patricia
Devine, Thomas Gunther, and Stanley Miller, who provided valuable comments on earlier drafts. Scott Sibley, Mineral Commodity Specialist at the
Bureau of Mines, was helpful in locating data on cobalt. The paper was
edited by Francis Pierce, and typed and prepared for publication by Deborah
Dove.

Alice M. Rivlin
Director
September 1982
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SUMMARY

The vulnerability of the United States to disruptions in the supply of
imported materials considered essential to industrial production has been of
concern to policymakers throughout the post-World War II era. Cobalt is a
prime example of such a "strategic mineral." Cobalt alloys are important to
a number of U.S. industries, especially aerospace and defense, and short-run
opportunities for substitution are limited. The bulk of the world's supply of
cobalt originates in central Africa (primarily Zaire and Zambia, which hold
64 percent of the world's known cobalt reserves), a politically unstable
region. At present, the United States produces no cobalt. Thus, aside from
cobalt stockpiles and the recycling of used materials, the United States is
completely dependent on imports. This gives rise to two kinds of vulnerability. The first is essentially military in nature: the possible need to wage
a war in the absence of foreign supplies of cobalt. The second is economic:
the effect on the economy of a disruption in foreign supply with an
attendant sudden increase in price. The fourfold price increases during the
late 1970s, and the worldwide scramble for cobalt supplies at that time,
have given prominence to this second kind of vulnerability.
THE CURRENT FEDERAL POSITION
The strategic stockpile, created to provide sufficient quantities of
metals and materials for essential production during war, is below its
current goals for many materials. In March 1981, the Administration
initiated the purchase of 5.2 million pounds of cobalt for the stockpile--the
first major purchase in 20 years. Taking a different approach, the
Department of Defense announced in early 1982 that it was exploring the
possibility of offering subsidies to U.S. mining companies to initiate
production from otherwise uneconomic domestic cobalt ores. Congressional
concern about possible cutoffs of cobalt imports prompted hearings before
the Senate Banking Committee in October of 1981 focused on whether U.S.
dependence on imports would justify subsidization of domestic production.
ANALYSIS
This paper examines in detail both the future demand for cobalt in the
United States and the potential for cobalt supply shortfalls. The analysis
suggests that, although significant disruptions in the supply of cobalt are a
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possibility throughout the 1980s, the existence of the strategic stockpile
ensures that their consequences would be limited to the increased financial
costs faced by cobalt users. No major loss to the national economy would be
likely.
U.S. Cobalt Demand
Cobalt is usually employed as an alloy with other metals where it
imparts qualities such as heat resistance, high strength, wear resistance, and
superior magnetism to the materials that are formed. U.S. consumption of
cobalt in 1980 totaled about 17 million pounds, divided among alloys for jet
engines and stationary gas turbines, permanent magnets for electrical
equipment, machinery, and nonmetallic applications.
Increases in Cobalt Prices and Resulting Demand Effects. During the
late 1970s, cobalt prices rose from $5.50 per pound to $25.00 per pound; spot
prices were recorded as high as $50.00; and cobalt was in short supply. The
tight market resulted from a combination of factors: military conflict in
Zaire, expanding industrial economies, and a change in U.S. stockpile policy.
The price increases had significant effects on U.S. cobalt demand, precipitating searches for substitutes, improved conservation, and increased
recycling from scrap.
Over the 1977-1979 period, these adjustments accounted for an
estimated 19 percent reduction in what would otherwise have been the
demand for cobalt. The experience was, for consumers of cobalt, a vivid
illustration of the potential for future cobalt price swings and supply
shortfalls.
Accordingly, many U.S. industry efforts to identify cobalt
substitutes continue, in spite of recent price declines. As of May 1982,
cobalt's price had fallen to $12.50 per pound.
Future Problems in the Cobalt Market
Demand for cobalt is extremely difficult to forecast because of the
mineral's specialized applications. Year-to-year fluctuations in cobalt use
are often dramatic. Given the high levels of activity expected in a number
of industrial sectors that traditionally use cobalt, in particular aerospace
and electronics, estimates of about 30 million pounds of cobalt use by 1990
appear reasonable, although the further development of cobalt substitutes
could appreciably reduce this estimate. More importantly, the development
of substitutes would reduce U.S. vulnerability to supply shortfalls.
Cobalt and Direct Military Conflicts. U.S. involvement in a direct
military conflict could conceivably result in a shutoff of cobalt supplies to

the United States. Thus some contingency plan that will supply cobalt for
defense purposes appears warranted.
Economic Vulnerability to Nonmilitary Shortfalls. Concentration of
the world's cobalt reserves in central Africa suggests that the threat of
price increases and supply disruptions will continue throughout this decade.
Significant adjustment to a supply disruption is possible. Private
inventories and in-pipeline supplies would provide an initial buffer. Suppliers of cobalt unaffected by the political disturbance could also be
expected to increase their output. Scrap recovery would also increase.
Substitution possibilities exist for a number of cobalt uses, and some have
already been applied; the price rises attending a shortfall should accelerate
their introduction. These adjustments and others appear to be sufficient to
limit the effects of supply shortfalls largely to the payment of higher prices
for cobalt and its substitutes.
Potential Effects on the U.S. Economy. The financial costs of higher
cobalt prices, although potentially devastating to particular cobalt users,
appear inconsequential to the economy as a whole. Although severe
shortfalls could generate tenfold price increases, these would amount to less
than $2 billion in a $3 trillion economy, and the value of imports would be
less than 5 percent of the costs of U.S. petroleum imports from OPEC
countries in 1981.
POLICY OPTIONS
The Strategic Stockpile for Wartime Use
The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act of 1946 requires
that stockpiling of cobalt be done in sufficient quantities to provide supplies
necessary for military, industrial, and essential civilian needs for the
fighting of a three-year war. Executive agencies have translated this
directive into a stockpile goal for cobalt of 85.4 million pounds, about onehalf of which has been stockpiled so far.
As previously noted, the costs of shortfalls to the United States are
likely to be quite limited in peactime. Nonetheless, the possibility of a
cutoff of cobalt supplies in wartime justifies some contingency plan for
defense purposes. The strategic stockpile, given current cobalt prices, is
probably the least expensive solution. The government recently purchased
cobalt at $15 per pound for the stockpile, a price significantly below the
estimated $25 cost for domestically produced ores. Moreover, the protec-
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tion afforded by stockpiled cobalt extends beyond the mandatory three
years, since domestic ore bodies could be brought on-line within that time
and greatly extend the years of protection afforded by the stockpile.
Finally, the recent development of significant substitutes for cobalt
suggests that the stockpile goal may be in need of reevaluation. Any
reduction in the goal would reduce the cost of the stockpile.
Alternative Policies
A number of alternatives to the present policy are conceivable:
o

A separate "economic stockpile" that could be drawn upon to
moderate cobalt price swings;

o

Subsidies to induce domestic ore production;

o

Increased federal funding for research and development to expand
the supply of cobalt and its substitutes;

o

Expanded access to public lands for the location and development
of domestic ore; and

o

Accelerated development of ocean mining to tap the vast stores
of cobalt contained in marine manganese nodules.

Any of these alternatives would afford a certain degree of protection
against supply hazards—but each would entail some cost.
An economic stockpile, designed to moderate the impact of cobalt
price increases to U.S. users of cobalt, would be an expensive form of
protection in relation to the limited nature of the costs to the United States
associated with such increases. The same would be true of subsidies for
domestic ore production.
Increased research and development efforts could enable U.S. consumers of cobalt to substitute other metals, and also expand cobalt supply
possibilities. Judgments about the appropriate level for research and
development funding are always difficult to assess. In any event, it is
noteworthy that substitution of other metals helped to mitigate the impact
of the 1977-1979 price increases.
It does not appear that cobalt's strategic importance should be a major
consideration in decisions relating to public lands or accelerated ocean
mineral development.
xn

CHAPTER L

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Concern about U.S. reliance on foreign supplies of cobalt is part of a
more far-reaching anxiety over several dozen minerals—including chromium, platinum, manganese, and bauxite—that are considered essential to
U.S. production of goods and services but not produced domestically in
quantities adequate to meet U.S. needs. They are termed "strategic and
critical" minerals because of the precariousness of their availability and
their critical role in U.S. manufacturing.!/ Because U.S. industry, in
particular jet engine manufacturers, depends so heavily on imported cobalt,
and because the world's reserves are concentrated in a very few politically
unstable nations, concern has arisen over possible disruptions in supply.
Military strategists assume the worst case in which all air and shipping lanes
would be blocked and no cobalt would reach American shores. There is also
growing concern about nonmilitary cutoffs of cobalt supplies by cartel
actions or political upheavals in major producing nations. Many observers
also see the possibility of episodic rises in the price of cobalt such as
occurred in the late 1970s.
Cobalt and Its Uses in U.S. Industry
Cobalt is a hard, brittle, metallic element found in association with
nickel, silver, lead, copper, and iron ores and resembling nickel and iron in
appearance.
Its most common use is in alloys to which it imparts
qualities such as heat resistance, high strength, wear resistance, and
superior magnetism.!/ Major end-products include jet engine parts, permanent magnets, cutting tools, and pigments.!/ World production is estimated
to have been 66 million pounds in 1980.^/ U.S. primary demand totaled 16
million pounds for that year, representing about 24 percent of world
1.

A more extensive examination of the issues surrounding strategic minerals will be made in a CBO study to be published in the near future.

2.

Scott Sibley, Cobalt, Mineral Commodity Profiles, Bureau of Mines
(1977), p. 1.

3.

Ibid., p. 1.

4.

Bureau of Mines, Mineral Commodity Summaries, 1982, p. 37.

production.!/ The dominant source is central Africa, in particular Zaire. In
1979, Zaire produced over 53 percent of the world's cobalt.*!/
Current U.S. Policy
Cobalt has been identified as "strategic and critical" by the federal
government since the inception of stockpiling under the Strategic and
Critical Materials Stockpiling Act of 1946. The appropriate size of the
cobalt stockpile has, however, been the subject of much debate. Significant
purchases occurred throughout the 1950s but in 1973, under the Nixon
Administration, a general change in stockpile policy reduced the goal for
cobalt by 70 percent and subsequently millions of pounds of cobalt were
sold. In late 1976, the Ford Administration effectively reversed the decision
of the Nixon Administration and established a new cobalt goal of 85.4
million pounds, which is currently about 49 percent filled.
U.S. manufacturers keep stores of cobalt on hand, typically enough for
four to six months of consumption. Some recycling of cobalt also occurs;
recent recycling levels have been equal to about 7 percent of U.S.
consumption. There is no U.S. production at present, so that primary U.S.
demand (consumption not met through recycling) must come from drawing
down stocks or importing.
Subsidies to promote domestic cobalt production--which is uneconomic under current market conditions—were recently a subject of hearings
before the Senate Banking Committee.Z/ Cobalt was one of many ores
subsidized under the Defense Production Act Supply Expansion Program
during the Korean War.
Expanded access to public lands for exploration and development, a
goal of the present Administration, has been justified in part on the need for
strategic minerals. Administration officials have also suggested that their
rejection of the Law of the Sea Treaty was due in part to the strategic

5.

Primary demand measures the apparent consumption of cobalt minus
that met by recycling scrap. Data from Bureau of Mines.

6.

Bureau of Mines, Mineral Commodity Summaries, 1982, p. 201.

7.

Defense Production Act and the Domestic Production of Cobalt,
Hearings before the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and
Urban Affairs (October 26, 1981).

importance of ocean minerals and the unfavorable terms afforded U.S.
mining companies interested in such development.

Plan of the Paper
Are government cobalt stockpiles, cobalt production subsidies, and expanded lands access justified on strategic grounds? An answer to this
question depends on the degree to which the United States is exposed, at any
time, to cobalt supply shortfalls, and the extent to which such shortfalls are
attended by significant economic, political, or military costs. Chapter II
analyzes the U.S. demand for cobalt and the degree to which price increases
in the past have motivated the different end users to reduce or eliminate
cobalt consumption. Chapter III assesses the supply picture for both the
United States and the world. Chapter IV projects demand and supply trends
through 1990. It also surveys potential disruptions in supply and the market
adjustments they would entail. The final chapter examines some policy
options.

ANALYSIS OF COBALT DEMAND

CHAPTER II.

This chapter presents the results of an analysis of the demand for
cobalt, based upon data compiled by the Bureau of Mines in the 1960s and
1970s. The analysis suggests that cobalt price increases motivate significant substitution of other materials over time.
The demand for cobalt has shown an upward trend over the past 20
years, although use fluctuated greatly from year to year (see Figure 1).
Growth in cobalt use reflects, in part, the metal's high-temperature
properties, which became increasingly important during the 1960s and the
1970s for jet engine production, where the trend has been to hotter
operating temperatures. On the other hand, throughout this period significant substitution for cobalt occurred in the production of magnets. Additionally, growth in the U.S. economy has been shifting toward the service
Figure 1.

U. S. Primary Demand for Cobalt, 1960-1980
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and high technology sectors, where cobalt has limited application. As a
result, the use of cobalt should grow less rapidly than the economy in
coming years.!/
Table 1 presents five-year averages of the demand for cobalt in
relation to gross domestic product (cobalt intensity-of-use). From 1960 to
1975, a slight downward trend is apparent. In the 1976 to 1980 period,
however, the intensity-of-use of cobalt drops appreciably. This relatively
large drop in cobaltfs intensity-of-use clearly reflects the significant price
increases that occurred during this period, as depicted in Figure 2.
TABLE 1. COBALT INTENSITY-OF-USE, 1961-1980

Period
1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
1976-1980
SOURCE:

Average
Primary Demand
for Cobalt §/
(millions
of pounds)

Gross Domestic
Product !>/
(billions of
1971 dollars)

13.1
16.6
18.3
18.0

Cobalt Intensityof-Use (thousands of pounds
of consumption per
billion dollars
of real gross
domestic product)

773
942
1,122
1,684

16.9
17.6
16.3
10.7

CBO calculations.

a.

Bureau of Mines data.

b.

Economic Report of the President.

The Recent Price History of Cobalt and U.S. Market Responses
From 1977 through 1979, the price per pound of imported cobalt rose
from approximately $5.50 to approximately $25.00; spot prices as high as
$50.00 per pound were recorded, and cobalt was in short supply. These price
1.

Wilfred Malenbaum, World Demand for Raw Materials in 1985 and 2000,
University of Pennsylvania (1978), pp. W-W.

Figure 2.

Cobalt Prices in the U. S. Market, 1960-1982
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SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office, based on data from U.S. Bureau of Mines.
Note: The cobalt price for 1982 is the May price.

increases were fueled by war in the Shaba region of Zaire, which, although
only shutting down cobalt production for a short time, caused increases in
worldwide private stockpiling. A simultaneous peaking of cobalt use in
many Western nations, and the cessation of cobalt sales from the U.S.
strategic stockpile (see below), allowed Zaire, the world's primary supplier
and acknowledged price setter, to execute this substantial price increase.
Since then, substitution of other materials for cobalt as well as worldwide
recession have driven the price down again. Estimates of the quantitative
relationship between price increases and consumption of cobalt are presented in the next section. Substitution for cobalt is evidently possible for
many applications, and over time higher prices can effectively motivate
such substitutions.
The Response of Major Cobalt End Uses to Price Changes
Cobalt is primarily employed in jet engine (or gas turbine) construction, in electrical components, machinery production, and in a number of

nonmetallic applications (see Table 2). Although consumption is generally
insensitive to moderate price changes in the short run, a careful examination of each of these end uses reveals that users do respond to price,
particularly over the long run. Table 3 gives the representative price
TABLE 2.COBALT END USES (In percent of total use)

Use

Air and Surface Engines
Electrical Components (Magnets)
Machinery (Machine Tools, Construction Machinery)
Nonmetallic Uses
Paints
Chemical catalysts
Ceramics
Miscellaneous

1976-1980
Average

25
23
17
15
10
8
2

SOURCE: Bureau of Mines.
TABLE 3. REPRESENTATIVE COBALT LONG-RUN PRICE ELASTICITIES
BY END USE

Use

Jet Engines (Gas Turbines)
Electrical Components (Magnets)
Machines (Machine Tools, Construction Machinery)
Nonmetallic Uses
Paints
Chemical catalysts
Ceramics
Weighted Average
SOURCE: CBO econometric modelling results.

Price
Elasticities

-0.17
-0.41
-0.27
-0.63
-0.10
-0.37
-0.32

elasticity of demand for each end use. The overall long-run elasticity of
demand for cobalt is estimated to be approximately -0.32. This means that
a 1.0 percent increase in the price of cobalt would cause use to drop by
0.32 percent. Levels of cobalt recycling also respond to price. As Table 4
indicates, pre-1976 scrap levels never exceeded 2.5 percent of U.S. cobalt
consumption; the 1980 level was over 6.9 percent.
TABLE 4. COBALT SCRAP RECYCLING
Year

1960 to 1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

Percent of
Total Consumption

Thousand
Pounds

2.4
2.8
5.1
6.2
6.9

330
507
1,036
1,170
1,181

NOTE: These statistics reflect the recent increases in scrap recycling motivated by cobalt price increases. Limited reporting, however, tends
to render these numbers underestimates. (See Considerations in
Choice of Form for Materials for the National Stockpile, National
Materials Advisory Board, National Research Council, Publication
NMAB-378, 1982.)
Gas Turbines. Cobalt-bearing super alloys are employed in jet engine
production for aircraft, and for gas turbine engines used for both electric
power generation and gas pipelines. During the 1976-1980 period, cobalt
primary demand for this end use averaged about 4.6 million pounds.2/ Cobalt
use in this sector traditionally has been considered very insensitive to price
changes, due to the high temperature properties that cobalt bearing alloys
exhibit, and to the limited importance of the cost of cobalt metal in alloys
when contrasted to the cost of a jet engine.!/ Econometric analysis of
cobalt use confirms that consumption in this end use is relatively insensitive
2.

Primary demand for this end-use category is calculated as apparent
consumption for this end use minus 60 percent of scrap cobalt.

3.

In 1982 a military engine retailed for $3-4 million. Its cobalt content
was around 900 pounds. Even at $100 per pound, the cost of cobalt in
the engine would be less than 3 percent of the engine's price.

to price changes as compared to the other end uses. Moreover, pricerelated adjustments occur in this sector relatively slowly. The short-run
(one-year) elasticity of demand is estimated to be -0.03, and the long-run
(six-year) elasticity of demand -0.17.ft/
Magnets, A second major use of cobalt involves the production of
magnets for electrical components, primarily alnico (aluminum-nickelcobalt alloy) magnets used in electric motors, loudspeakers, car radios, and
television speakers. Cobalt price increases in the late 1950s resulted in the
substitution of cobalt-free ceramic magnets for alnico magnets in many
loudspeakers. An average primary demand of 4- million pounds of cobalt was
registered by this sector over the 1976-1980 period.!/
Econometric modeling of cobalt use in this sector reveals a strong
response to price changes due to the availability of substitutes. The best-fit
explanatory equation estimates a short-run elasticity of demand of -0.12,
and a long-run elasticity of demand of -0.41.
Machinery. Cobalt alloys are also used in machine tools and construction machinery. The average primary demand for cobalt for this end use
was 3 million pounds for the 1976-1980 period.*!/ Cobalt is used in
cemented carbide alloys as a "metal matrix," or cement, in production of
high-strength (often tungsten carbide alloy) cutting tools. These cemented
carbides are often used to produce drilling bits in mining and drilling
operations. Econometric modeling efforts reveal a long-run demand elasticity for cobalt in this end use of -0.27.
Nonmetallic Applications. Cobalt is used in a number of nonmetallic
applications. Oil-based paints use cobalt oxide additives to reduce drying
time. Cobalt is employed as a catalyst in the petrochemical industry.
Cobalt also has a wide variety of uses in ceramic glass production. For the
1976-1980 period, primary demand for cobalt averaged 2.7 million pounds
for paints, 1.8 million pounds for catalysts, and 1.5 million pounds for

4.

Neither of these elasticities, however, was statistically significant at
the 90 percent confidence level.

5.

Calculated as apparent consumption for this end use, minus 15 percent
of scrap.

6.

Calculated as apparent consumption for this end use, minus 20 percent
of scrap.
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ceramics and glass.Z/ Econometric modeling efforts indicate that the use of
cobalt is relatively sensitive to price in both paints and ceramics, but its use
as a catalyst is not. Estimates for the demand elasticities for these end
uses are summarized in Table 5.
TABLE 5. REPRESENTATIVE DEMAND ELASTICITIES
METALLIC COBALT APPLICATIONS
Short-Run
Elasticity
Paints
Catalysts
Ceramics

-0.25
-0.0*
-a/

FOR

NON-

Long- Run
Elasticity

-0.63
-0.10
-0.37

NOTE: See Appendix A.
a.

No estimate of short-run elasticity for ceramics was made (see
Appendix A).

Examples of End Use Adjustments
As the previous section detailed, most of cobalt's end uses show a
long-run sensitivity to price. The large and sustained increases in price
during the 1977 to 1979 period not unexpectedly reduced the demand for
cobalt. A careful review of the recent history of each of these end uses
shows how conservation and substitution efforts brought about the adjustments.
The use of cobalt for jet engines is insensitive to price in the short
run. Accordingly, and in light of the simultaneous surge in demand for all
air and surface jet engines during the 1975-1979 period, it is not surprising
that these years witnessed a significant increase in cobalt consumption for
this end use in spite of the 1977-1979 price explosion. Nevertheless, the
1977-1979 experience motivated a number of actions in this sector. Efforts
7.

Calculated as apparent consumption of each end use, minus 2 percent
of scrap for paints and 1.5 percent of scrap each for catalysts and
ceramics.
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to increase the conservation and recycling of cobalt, and the substitution of
other materials for it, were all begun during this period. Machining
techniques for cobalt bearing parts were modified to reduce cutting-floor
waste. Recovery of cobalt bearing scrap from jet engine parts, one of the
primary sources of cobalt bearing scrap, also increased significantly (see
Table *). In several instances, applied research and experimentation efforts
"rediscovered" previously developed cobalt-free (or lower-percentage
cobalt) alloys, making substitution possible after demonstration of the
necessary metallurgical properties.
Research and development efforts also were directed toward the
development of new cobalt-free substitute alloys. Several cobalt-free
alloys—expressly developed to equal properties of the cobalt bearing alloys
without using cobalt--have just been introduced to the market.^/
Because of the sensitive nature of aircraft engine design, changes in
component parts involve extensive testing. Thus, although waste reduction
and improved recycling efforts were instituted fairly quickly, even the
introduction of existing "off-the-shelf" alloys into turbine production was
not completed until 1981. The substitution of the newly-developed cobaltfree alloys is only just beginning.
Over the 1976-1980 period, cobalt price increases effected an estimated 10 percent reduction in demand for the air and surface engine sector
(see Table 6). Again, adjustments to this price increase continue, cobaltfree alloys are appearing in the market, and there is ongoing research and
development on additional substitute materials.^/
Cobalt use in magnet production has a history of sensitivity to price
changes. The dramatic price increases of the late 1970s precipitated the
introduction of ceramic magnets (barium and iron based and free of cobalt)
as substitutes for alnico magnets in a number of applications. A Bureau of
Mines industry survey indicates that, as of 1980, virtually all car radios
contained ceramic magnets.!^/ Thus, over the 1976 to 1980 period, sub-

8.

Teledyne/Vasco advertises VascoMax T-250 as a "new cobalt-free
material for high-performance (jet engine) shafts."

9.

Although cobalt prices have declined in recent months, the previous
price squeeze and supply shortfall still influence perceptions so that
substitution away from cobalt continues.

10.

Scott Sibley, Mineral Commodities Specialist, Bureau of Mines.
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stantial substitution occurred. Cobalt price increases are estimated to have
reduced cobalt use in this sector by 22 percent (see Table 6).
TABLE 6. ESTIMATED REDUCTIONS IN AVERAGE YEARLY COBALT
END USE DUE TO PRICE INCREASES, 1976-1980 (In thousands
of pounds)
Projected
Less
Percent
Projected a/ Actual Actual Reduction

Use

Air and Surface Engines
Electrical Components
Machinery
Nonmetallic Uses
Paints
Chemicals
Ceramics
Other Uses
Total
SOURCE:

5,087
5,328
4,000

4,558
4,140
3,032

3,135
1,886
2,419
340

2,677
1,775
1,504
340

22,195

18,026

529
1,188
968
458
111
915
-b/

4,169

10
22
24
15
6
38

19

CBO calculations.

a.

Projections assume that the 1971-1975 average proportion between the
relevant industrial production index for that sector and cobalt end use
hold true for 1976-1980.

b.

Not applicable.

Cobalt use for machine tools witnessed several market adjustments
during the 1977-1979 price hike. Cemented carbides averaged about 10
percent cobalt before 1977; by 1981, applied research efforts had enabled its
reduction to an average of about 7 percent.il/ Research and development
efforts to produce cobalt-free steels for machine cutting tools were
initiated in 1977, and continue today. Cobalt-free maraging (high-strength)
steels have recently entered the market, and industry sources suggest that

11.

Conversation with Scott Sibley, Bureau of Mines.
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cobalt-free tool steels are not far behind.!!/ Over the 1976 to 1980 period,
cobalt price increases generated an estimated 24 percent reduction in cobalt
consumption for this end use (see Table 6).
Cobalt's use in nonmetallic applications appears to have been affected
appreciably by the 1977-1979 price rise. Estimates indicate that use of
cobalt in both paint and ceramics was reduced 15 and 38 percent, respectively (see Table 6). Some of the reduction in cobalt usage in paint
production may be the result of the trend toward water-based (or cobaltfree) paints. Moreover, ongoing industrial research efforts, aimed at
recapture of cobalt used in catalysts, may provide a significant, and
heretofore untapped, secondary source of cobalt.
Conclusion
The demand for cobalt has shown an upward trend in the last 20 years.
But sharp price increases in the late 1970s led to considerable substitution
for cobalt in a number of end uses.

12.

Conversation with Teledyne/Vasco.

CHAPTER III.

COBALT SUPPLY

World Resources
Central Africa clearly dominates the world's cobalt supply picture (see
Figure 3). Zaire leads by far, both in the mining of cobalt-bearing ore and in
cobalt production, accounting for 53 percent of the world's supply of refined
cobalt in 1979--virtually all of it from its own mine production. Estimates
of the world's proven reserves of cobalt show much the same picture (Table
7). Moreover, geologists stress that the cobalt-bearing formations in Zaire
and Zambia are significantly richer than other known deposits.
Since cobalt is typically produced as a by-product, usually with copper
or nickel, cobalt output has not been sensitive to cobalt price increases.
Figure 3.

Distribution of Estimated World Production of Refined
Cobalt Metal and Oxide, 1979
PRODUCERS OF REFINED METAL
CONTRIBUTING COUNTRIES
SUPPLYING ORE, MATTE,
OR CONCENTRATE

AND/OR OXIDE

Australia and Philippines -

Cuba-

Morocco and New Caledonia Federal Republic of Germany Canada —
Canada —
Australia
Botswana, Republic of
South Africa, New Caledonia,
and Australia
SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of Mines, Mineral Facts and Problems (1980), p. 201.

"Countries with domestic
production.

TABLE 7. WORLD COBALT RESERVES FOR 1979 (In million pounds)
Reserves
North America
United States
Canada
Cuba
Total

'

Europe
Finland
U.S.S.R.
Total

0
60
400
460
40
500
540

Africa
Botswana
Morocco
South Africa
Zaire
Zambia
Total
Oceania
Australia
New Caledonia
Philippines
Total

100
200
400
700

World Total (land-based) */

5,300

SOURCE: Mineral Facts and Problems, p. 204. Reserves are defined as
cobalt deposits that can be worked at current market prices.
a.

Data may not add to totals shown because of independent rounding.

The prices of nickel and copper have historically determined the rate at
which multi-mineraled cobalt-bearing ores have been mined. Recent price
increases, some contend, have elevated cobalt to co-product status, rendering cobalt of consequence in decisions about production rates. In fact,
suppliers in recent years have, in response to price increases, invested in
improvements in cobalt capture and in expansion of processing capability.
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U.S. Domestic Supplies
The United States has not produced cobalt (excluding scrap recovery
or refinement of imported ores) since the cessation of subsidized cobalt
production during the Korean War. Two U.S. cobalt deposits--the Blackbird
deposit in Idaho and the Madison mine in Missouri—drew private investment
in 1980. But recent price declines, the likelihood that Zaire would seek to
undercut any U.S. competition, and the general downturn in the economy
have halted development efforts at these two sites.
The salient statistics for these two mines (see Table 8), reveal both
their promise and their problem. Potential production levels are appreciable, perhaps 6 million pounds per year (38 percent of 1980 U.S. consumption). But the price per pound required to justify the necessary investment
is estimated by the mining companies in the $20-$26 range. Any strategic
advantage to be derived from having these mines in operation must,
therefore, be weighed against the cost of subsidizing them, unless prices
rise again .I/

1.

The issue of domestic reserves as a standby is discussed in Chapter V.
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TABLE 8. PRINCIPAL U.S. COBALT DEPOSITS

Reserves
(millions of
pounds of cobalt)
Proven Potential
oo

Estimated
Price of Cobalt
Necessary for
Mines To Be
Economic
(dollars
per pound)

3

12

3-*

24-26

Blackbird

70

Madison

20

2

10

3-*

20

10-15

1-1.5

10

3-*

20

Missouri
Additional

100-150

Estimated
Duration
of
Production
(years)

Necessary
Start-Up
Time
Time Before
Production
Begins
(years)

Estimated
Production
Rates from
Proven Reserves
(millions of
pounds of cobalt
per year)

SOURCE: Statements by representatives from Anshutz and Noranda Mining Companies, hearings
before the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, United States Senate, 97th
Congress, October 26, 1981.

CHAPTER IV.

THE COBALT MARKET IN THE 1980S AND THE
COSTS OF DISRUPTION

This chapter provides a baseline assessment of U.S. cobalt demand and
potential supply problems in the 1980s. It also provides estimates of the
costs of supply disruptions, given the baseline forecasts for cobalt demand
and the potential for market adjustment.
The projections of demand and supply for the cobalt market suggest
that the United States will continue to rely exclusively on imports for its
supplies. This justifies some contingency plan to provide cobalt for defense
purposes during wartime. Additionally, political upheavals in Central Africa
could have a profound impact on the cobalt market. For a wide range of
such nonmilitary shortfall scenarios, however, the costs to the United States
appear to be quite limited in size and scope.
Demand Projections
U.S. and world cobalt demand is adjusting to the new cobalt price
regime. The long lead times necessary for price-related adjustments in a
number of cobalt end uses suggests that substitution away from cobalt, as a
consequence of the 1977-1979 price hikes, continues today. Nonetheless,
U.S. cobalt demand should grow moderately throughout the 1980s. The
Department of Interior's Office of Minerals Policy and Research Analysis
(OMPRA) and the Department of Commerce have recently constructed
world market models for cobalt. Their projections of approximately 25
million pounds of cobalt consumption for 1985 and 29 million pounds for
1990 reflect reduced growth in cobalt demand resulting from higher prices.
Again, the time lag before many adjustments in cobalt use become apparent
may soon render even these projections too high. Examination of the future
for traditional cobalt end uses reveals a host of possibilities for reduction in
domestic demand.
Expanded production of a wide variety of air and surface gas turbine
engines should generate steady cobalt demands for this end use. Defense
expenditures are slated for significant increases, the commercial airlines
fleet is aging and in need of replacement, and projections for gas turbines
for electrical power and pumping engines are substantial. At the same time,
the use of cobalt in the production of many of these engines may decline
significantly.
Research and development efforts aimed at developing
cobalt-free alloys have already reduced some of the need for cobalt.
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Moreover, industry representatives point to advances in techniques such as
"rapid solidification" of alloys, and suggest that cobalt use in this sector
may be reduced by as much as 50 to 80 percent by the year 2000.JL/
Future levels of cobalt use for electrical equipment are highly
uncertain. Projections for expanded markets in electronic devices suggest
additional uses for cobalt bearing magnets. Ceramic magnets, however,
have replaced many cobalt bearing magnets and may be introduced in a
number of other applications. The technology exists today to replace the
cobalt used in the annual U.S. production of ten million phones.^/ Ceramic
magnets have made significant inroads in a number of motor vehicle
applications.!/ Clearly, demand in this end use is changing rapidly. Thus,
there is potential in this sector for fairly rapid substitution for many uses of
cobalt.
Future cobalt demand for machinery appears to be fairly strong.
Cemented carbides production continues to require cobalt, although in
reduced proportions. As previously noted, however, substitutes are appearing for a number of cobalt bearing alloys for use in tool steels. Finally, as
previously discussed, future demand for cobalt for nonmetallic uses, although potentially large, is now subject to the results of considerable
research in both conservation and substitution.
Thus each of the categories that make up the total need for cobalt in
the United States is, in varying degree, in a state of transition. Barring a
supply disruption, total apparent consumption of between 25 and 30 million
pounds of cobalt per year in the years 1985 to 1990 appears to be a
reasonable estimate. Potential for substitution away from cobalt is significant, however, so that demand could turn out to be appreciably less than
these projections.
Potential Supply Problems
Long-term depletion is not a problem for cobalt, since Zaire and
Zambia appear to have ample supplies to meet the demand of the Western
economies for decades to come. Moreover, ocean mineral resources may
also produce significant quantities of cobalt in the future.
1.

Department of Commerce, Critical Material Requirements of the U.S.
Aerospace Industry (October 1981), p. 287.

2.

Ibid.

3.

Conversation with Scott Sibley, Bureau of Mines.
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Strategic concern over cobalt arises from the short- and mid-term
threat of sharp price increases and supply disruptions. Zairefs dominance of
the market means that sudden price ratchets cannot be ruled out. Moreover, political instability in Zaire and Zambia makes extended supply
disruptions a possibility. The likelihood that political instability will at
some time lead to supply shortfalls cannot be assessed with much certainty,
although political analysts are in general agreement that in Zaire and
Zambia it is significant. Under the auspices of the Office of Minerals Policy
and Research Analysis of the Department of the Interior, a,panel of political
and mineral experts constructed a range of possible political futures for
these nations. For each future, the panel then assessed the probability,
magnitude, and duration of cobalt supply shortfalls. The experts concluded
that in the 1980s there is a greater than 0.3 probability that a 11significant
shortfall could occur in Zairian output. For the "worst case political
scenario, the probability exceeds 0.7. A similar conclusion was reached for
Zambia.z/ There was, however, general agreement that any disruption
occurring in central African supply would be limited in size. An extended
disruption curtailing all of supplies from Zaire and Zambia was given almost
no chance of occurring.
Costs of Disruptions
The costs to the United States of a given supply shortfall would depend
on the demand for cobalt, on the general level of economic activity, on the
existence of alternative supply sources, on the levels of cobalt inventories,
on the possibilities of substituting other materials, and on the policy actions
undertaken.
Private inventories (averaging between four and six months of U.S.
demand in 1975-1979) would provide an initial buffer. The pipeline of
conventional refined cobalt through Belgium should also provide several
months of supplies to the world cobalt market following a central African

The threat in Zaire is guerrilla insurrection. In Zambia, a military
confrontation with either Zimbabwe or South Africa could upset
production.
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disruption.2/ Cobalt scrap recovery has, over the past decade, increased
along with cobalt prices; at least 7 percent recycling can be expected, and
perhaps 10 to 20 percent is achievable.
A major supply shortfall would no doubt be accompanied by extreme
price increases, as high as $100 per pound, thus motivating appreciable
substitution. In the electrical end use, substitution could be extensive. In
uses that are acutely dependent on the metal (such as engines), manufacturers would be forced to pay greatly inflated prices. Nonetheless, they
could be expected to bid successfully for the cobalt available in the market
as they did in 1977-1979. Some expansion in production and/or improvement
in capture of cobalt from suppliers unaffected by the disruption could also
be expected. Although cobalt supply is relatively insensitive to price,
because cobalt is predominantly a by-product, the significant price increases
generated by a disruption should induce some additional output. Finally, it
is the nature of extreme situations that they provide incentives to find
alternative approaches that, until the crisis was at hand, had not been
considered.
Quantitative estimates of the costs of a number of hypothesized
supply shortfalls have been made by the Department of Interior's Office of
Minerals Policy and Research Analysis and by the Commerce Department.
Even in the most extreme case, market adjustments would limit the costs to
the U.S. economy. The costs would consist largely of the payment of higher
prices for cobalt and cobalt substitutes, with no appreciable shutdown of
economic activity.
The cobalt market model of the Office of Minerals Policy and
Research Analysis (OMPRA) was used to estimate the economic effects of
supply shortfalls.
Assessments of the likelihood of various political
outcomes for Zaire and Zambia were combined with estimates of each
outcome's effect on cobalt output. These yielded a probability-weighted
average cost to the United States of $540 million.6/ The "best case"
5.

The OMPRA study assumes that a three-and-one-half-month world
supply of cobalt is available. It notes that typically seven-month
stocks exist outside central Africa, but that some will not become
available due to speculation. See U.S. Department of the Interior,
Office of Minerals Policy and Research Analysis, Cobalt; Effectiveness of Alternative U.S. Policies to Reduce the Costs of a Supply
Disruption (August 1981), p. Ill-10.

6.

This figure represents the average of the discounted expected values
of the costs of the various possible outcomes in 1980 dollars. U.S.
Department of the Interior, Office of Minerals Policy and Research
Analysis, Cobalt, p. Ill-15.
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scenario involves no supply shortfalls and therefore its cost is zero; for the
"worst case" political assessment, the cost remains moderate, an estimated
$1.44 billion discounted. OMPRA also examined an extremely severe (and
considered highly improbable) two-year shortfall for both Zaire and Zambia
in 1985-1986. In this case U.S. consumption does drop significantly, by an
estimated 20 percent in 1985 and 35 percent in 1986. But the reduced
cobalt consumption is made possible mostly by substitution, with little lost
economic output envisioned. The costs in 1985 and 1986 are estimated to be
around $1.0 billion and $1.8 billion, respectively. The total discounted cost
over the years 1985-1990 for this extreme shortfall is an estimated $1.8
billion.7/
The Commerce Department employed a cobalt market economic
model to assess the impact of one hypothesized shortfall, a 75 percent
reduction in output for both Zaire and Zambia in 1985.87 its results are
similar to those of the OMPRA. Costs in terms of cobalt purchases are
much higher, however, jumping from $350 million in 1985 without a
disruption to about $3 billion.2/ U.S. consumption falls by 23 percent in
1985, mostly through forced substitution. As with the OMPRA analyses,
however, little lost output is envisioned.
Effects of Price Increases
Major cobalt price increases, the second potential cobalt market
problem, have occurred in the recent past. They led to higher costs for
cobalt users, as well as increased costs for substitutes. Such increases can
be devastating to particular cobalt users.
For the economy as a whole, however, major cobalt price increases are
of little significance. If the price of cobalt were to increase to $112 per
pound in 1985 (an extreme price increase), and if cobalt imports were to
total 25 million pounds in 1985 (perhaps an overestimate, given substitution
possibilities), the undiscounted additional payments to cobalt suppliers in
that year would be $2.5 billion. This is less than 1 percent of the value of
U.S. merchandise imports in 1981 and 5 percent of the 1981 U.S. imports
7.

This figure represents the discounted social cost of the two-year
shortfall, in 1980 dollars (see Cobalt, p. III-4).

8.

Department of Commerce, Critical Material Requirements. The study
does not attempt to justify the hypothesis.

9.

These figures are 1979 dollars.
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from countries belonging to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries. The inflationary pressures associated with the additional expenditures would be less than 0.1 percent.I2/
Conclusion
Only a wartime scenario, with shipping and airlanes blocked and a
complete cutoff of cobalt imports, would justify a contingency plan for
defense needs. Otherwise, even for extreme and highly improbable cutoffs
of African cobalt supply, significant plant closings or substantial losses in
economic output would not be expected. The aerospace industry would not
be forced into major work stoppages. Large price increases could be costly
to particular firms, but would not have a significant effect on the economy.
It is against this backdrop that policy options for cobalt are examined in the
following chapter.

10.

Assuming the price increase was completely passed forward to the
prices of final products, and ripple effects occurred throughout the
economy.

CHAPTER V.

POLICY OPTIONS

A wide range of policy options have been suggested as means to reduce
America's vulnerability to cobalt supply shortfalls. This range includes:
o

Improved management of the strategic stockpile;

o

Creation of an "economic stockpile" for nonstrategic uses;

o

Subsidized domestic cobalt production;

o

Increased funding for research and development efforts to expand
the supply of cobalt and its substitutes;

o

Expanded access to public lands for mineral exploration and
development; and

o

Accelerated development of ocean mineral resources.

Each of these options is considered below.
Strategic Stockpile
The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act, as amended in
1979, requires the stockpiling of cobalt to supply military, industrial, and
essential civilian needs of the United States for national defense.JL/ The act
stipulates that stockpile levels be sufficient to enable the continued
functioning of the U.S. military and industrial sectors, unencumbered by
supply considerations, during the conduct of a three-year war. The stockpile
goal for cobalt, as of November 30, 1981, is 85.4 million pounds; 42.0 million
pounds, or 49 percent of the goal, had been stockpiled by the spring of
1982.2/ At the producer price of $12.50 per pound in May 1982, an
expenditure of $542.5 million would be necessary to fill the stockpile.
1.

The Strategic and Critical Materials Stockpiling Act of 1946 required
stockpiling to "supply industrial, military, and naval needs of the
country for common defense." The 1979 revision adds the "essential
civilian" category.

2.

Bureau of Mines, Mineral Commodity Summaries, 1982, p. 36.
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As noted previously, an extreme supply shortfall resulting from
political/military action in Africa could result in a very tight world cobalt
market. But cobalt would still be available from other suppliers, at high
prices. The strategic stockpile is designed to meet a much more extreme
wartime situation in which the nation would be mobilizing its industrial war
machine without access to imports.
At the present price for cobalt of $12.50 per pound, stockpiling may be
the least expensive means to provide for defense needs in time of war.l/
Estimated costs of domestic production are $25.00 per pound (see the
following section).
The appropriate level for cobalt stockpiling has been a contentious
issue for decades, as seen in Chapter I. The analysis that results in stockpile
goals is performed by the Federal Emergency Management Agency 1(FEMA).
FEMA employs historical relationships between industrial sectors output
levels and their cobalt consumption rates, postulates industrial output levels
assuming a war economy, and combines these figures to estimate cobalt
requirements.
Given FEMA estimates of wartime needs for cobalt, the present
stockpile is only 49 percent full. At the present level, however, 1the cobalt
stockpile affords the United States about two-and-one-half years supply if
consumed at 1979 rates. More importantly, estimates of direct military
uses for cobalt in 1979 indicate that only 17 percent of the total cobalt
consumed that year was used for military purposes.*/ Thus the present
stockpile would be sufficient for many years of defense uses, given 1979
consumption levels.

3.

A related option would be to increase business inventories of cobalt.
Under current Department of Defense regulations, a contractor is not
allowed to itemize inventory interest costs as an allowable charge to a
DoD contract. Recently, it has been suggested that this practice be
changed. Lower carrying costs would induce users to increase their
inventories, thus raising the amount of cobalt of appropriate quality
available to those users considered most essential. On the other hand,
if the government paid all interest costs on inventories of defense
users, it would be financing the carrying costs of a great deal of cobalt
that they already held.
Thus the benefit of enlarged private
inventories must be weighed against the cost of subsidizing existing
inventories that were heretofore financed by the private sector.

4.

Congressional Research Service, U.S. Economic Dependence on Six
Imported Strategic Non-Fuel Minerals (July 1982), p. 38.
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A range of stockpile goals is provided in Table 9 for illustrative
purposes. Each stockpile goal is calculated to accommodate three years of
consumption according to a particular estimate of U.S. cobalt needs. For
1980 consumption levels (the peak levels recorded) and for 1985 consumption
projections, each of the following criteria are considered: the needs of all
cobalt consumers; the needs of direct military consumers; the requirement
of a doubling of consumption by direct military consumers; and the needs of
all military and civilian aerospace industry consumers.
As Table 9 shows, the present stockpile goal of 85.* million pounds is
more than enough for three years of consumption by all cobalt users at
projected 1985 levels. It is significantly above the level necessary to
accommodate three years of consumption (at projected 1985 levels) for the
aerospace industry or for direct defense needs.
The cost of each option is shown in the third row of the table,
assuming the June 1982 price for cobalt of $12.50 a pound. For a number of
the options examined, the cobalt on hand in the strategic stockpile exceeds
the amount calculated to be necessary, thus providing a potential source of
savings. The present goal for the cobalt stockpile is larger than the goal
calculated to be necessary for all but one of the cases presented. The
bottom row of the table provides estimates of the savings that would be
made if the present goal was reduced to meet the requirements of each
option.
Clearly, a wartime economy would require significantly greater
defense-related expenditures in a number of industries that use cobalt. The
slated defense buildup for the 1980s will probably increase the present
peacetime need for cobalt. Under present law the stockpile must provide
for not only defense but industrial and essential civilian needs. Nevertheless, the strides made in developing cobalt substitutes (and the continuing
effort in this area) suggest that it may be appropriate to reassess the
stockpile requirement. Reducing the goal would, of course, reduce the cost
of this option.
The present stockpile goal would provide for at least three years of
consumption at wartime levels. This would allow sufficient time to bring
significant domestic mine production on line. As noted earlier, domestic
mining concerns estimate that within three to four years an annual capacity
of six million pounds of cobalt could be brought on line. This timeframe
may be optimistic since the production schedule estimates are based on
recently completed preliminary mine site preparations, which might have to
be redone in the future. Nonetheless, a wartime economy could make
domestic cobalt production a priority and accelerate activities. During
World War II, the United States increased its cobalt production from zero in
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TABLE 9. EXAMPLES OF ALTERNATIVE COBALT STOCKPILE GOALS
1980 Base
Doubling
Direct
Direct
Military
Military
Cobalt
Cobalt
Cobalt
ConsumpConsumption Consump(Total) a/
tion £/
tion
One-Year Supply
(millions of pounds)

17

2.9

Three-Year Supply
(millions of pounds)

51

8.7

Cost of Purchases Necessary for a Three-Year
Supply (millions of
dollar s)£/
112.5
Potential Budgetary
Savings (millions of
dollars) I/
NOTE:

Total
Aerospace
Industry
Requirements £/

5.8

6.2

18.6

(416.3)

(307.5)

(292.5)

958.8

850

835

430

Figures in parentheses are revenues obtained through sale of
excess cobalt.

a.

U.S. Bureau of Mines, Mineral Commodity Summaries, 1982.

b.

Congressional Research Service, U.S. Economic Dependence on Six
Imported Strategic Non-Fuel Minerals (3uly 1982). An estimated 17
percent of cobalt consumption was in the production of defense goods
in 1979. This percentage was used to estimate 1980 and 1985 cobalt
defense needs, as a proportion of projected total consumption for
cobalt. Given the significant increases in outlays for defense projected for the 1980s, a doubling of cobalt used for defense is also
provided.

c.

U.S. Department of Commerce, Critical Materials Requirements of
the U.S. Aerospace Industry, p. 56. The report presents three scenarios of cobalt demand: a base case without substitutions and conser-
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TABLE 9. (Continued)

Cobalt
Consumption
(Total) d/

1985 Projection
Doubling
Direct
Total
Direct
Military
Military
Aerospace
Industry
Cobalt
Cobalt
RequireConsumpConsumption
ments £/
tion £/

Total Cobalt
Consumption
with Military
Cobalt
Consumption
Doubled

25

4.2

8.4

8.4

29.2

75

12.6

25.2

25.2

87.6

(367.5)

(210)

(210)

412.5

130

910

752.5

752.5

570

(27.5) &/

vation; a case with substitution and conservation efforts reducing
cobalt needs; and a third upper-bound case, which is an attempt to
capture the "maximum requirements for cobalt over the projected
years." The figures used in this table are the upper bound.
d.

U.S. Department of Commerce, ibid.

e.

This estimate assumes that cobalt is either purchased or sold at its
May 1982 price, $12.50 a pound. It also includes the 42 million pounds
of cobalt presently stockpiled.

f.

This estimate reflects the difference in cost of meeting the goal in
question rather than the present cobalt stockpile goal of 85.4 million
pounds.

g.

This figure represents the total expenditures necessary in addition to
those required to reach the present goal.
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1939 to over 500,000 pounds in 1941 and 1.28 million pounds in 1946--the
latter representing 12 percent of world production.!/
Whether the cobalt currently in the strategic stockpile is of acceptable quality is also the subject of debate. The National Materials Advisory
Board of the National Academy of Sciences has noted that existing stores of
cobalt, for the most part, were purchased over 20 years ago, and may be
unfit for many of today's specialized uses.^A 7/ An assessment of the
quality of existing stocks, together with a strategy for continual quality
control, may be advisable.
The stockpile could be used to reduce the impact of peacetime
shortages. Given an extreme shortfall in world cobalt supply, the President
could opt to release cobalt from the stockpile for defense-related uses. This
would dampen price increases, reducing costs to cobalt consumers and
lessening the need for substitution of other materials—thereby reducing the
social cost to the United States of such a shortfall.?./ But depleting the
stockpile for this purpose would reduce its effectiveness in its statutory
function, the supplying of cobalt for a three-year war.2/

5.

Charles River Associates, Policy Implications of Producer Country
Supply Restrictions: The World Cobalt Market, CRA Report #220
(August 1976), p. 43.

6.

National Materials Advisory Board, Commission on Sociotechnical
Systems, National Research Council, NMAB-378, Considerations in
Choice of Form for Materials for the National Stockpile (1982).

7.

Cobalt's applications in alloys for aerospace require extremely pure
cobalt ingots; cobalt purchased in the 1960s was tested for purity using
methods that today are considered inadequate.

8.

The Office of Minerals Policy and Research Analysis estimated the
social cost to the United States of a two-year supply cut-off from
Zaire and Zambia, with and without stockpile releases from the U.S.
stockpile, and found that the social cost was reduced from $1.840
billion to $1.144 billion (see Cobalt, p. Ill-15).

9.

Moreover, a nonmilitary market squeeze would heighten concern about
future cobalt supplies for military production and probably make
stockpile releases politically difficult.
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Stockpile for Nonstrategic Uses
A separate "economic stockpile," designed to mitigate shortfalls for
nonmilitary uses, would reduce the costs of such an event to cobalt
consumers. This would probably be an expensive insurance policy, however,
in terms of the risk to be insured. The OMPRA cobalt market model
evaluated the discounted costs of its panel average of disruption scenarios
with a consumer stockpile in place and found the discounted costs of this
policy exceed the present policy cost of $540 million by $80 million.10/
An economic stockpile would, during its accumulation, increase the
U.S. demand for cobalt, putting upward pressure on its price. Stockpiling,
whether for the strategic stockpile or an economic stockpile, also involves
carrying costs, storage logistics problems, and quality problems. An
economic stockpile would presumably serve all U.S. cobalt users, and
therefore expand dramatically the magnitude of each of these concerns. It
could also reduce the incentive for private companies to keep (and pay for)
sufficient private inventories.il/ Finally, it could reduce incentives for
private-sector exploration for substitutes.
Subsidization of Domestic Mine Production
When prices were high in 1980, proposals were made to subsidize the
domestic production of cobalt. It was estimated that up to a dozen years of
domestic cobalt production of six million pounds per year (37.5 percent of
1980 primary cobalt demand) would be achievable. Domestic mine
production could alleviate world cobalt market tightness in the event of a
supply shortfall, thereby reducing the need for adjustment by cobalt users.
Domestic mine production could also deter major price increases to the
degree that it responded to them with increased output.
Benefits from domestic production would have to be weighed against
costs incurred. According to the mining companies with the best prospects,
a floor price would have to be set in the $25 range and guaranteed for at
least ten years. Twenty-five dollars per pound is significantly above today's
cobalt price ($12.50 per pound), and only marginally below the peak price of
1980. It is also considerably above most price projections for the 1980s.
Table 10 shows what the annual costs of such a subsidy would be at different
market prices.
Although these costs are not large, ranging up to
10.

Cobalt, p. IH-15.

11.

Department of Commerce, Critical Materials Requirements, p. 230.
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TABLE 10. ANNUAL COSTS OF COBALT MINE SUBSIDIZATION

a.

Floor Price
for Cobalt
(dollars per pound)

Market Price
for Cobalt
(dollars per pound)

Annual Cost of
Subsidy (millions
of current dollars)

25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25

3
5
7
10
12
15
20
25

132
120
108
90
78
60
30
0

Assuming production of six million pounds per year.

$132 million a year (assuming production of six million pounds per year),
they must be seen as a form of insurance against a hazard that is not likely
to occur. If cobalt prices remained at $12.50, and if cobalt domestic
production was subsidized for ten years at $25 per pound, the present value
cost of this subsidy (assuming a 2 percent discount rate) would be $673
million. This would do no more than to put domestic production in place; it
would not guarantee supplies for U.S. consumers, nor would it provide for
defense needs after the ten-year period. Since only the most extreme case
of cobalt supply disruption would incur significant costs, the highly unlikely
probability of the extreme case makes domestic mine subsidization appear,
like economic stockpiling, to be an expensive insurance policy.
Moreover, the subsidizing of domestic cobalt production could be
expected to reduce the search for substitutes that was spurred by the recent
upsurge in prices.
Finally, domestic reserves of cobalt are limited (see Table 8). In
effect, they represent a stockpile with a time lag. Subsidizing their
exploitation would eliminate the time lag, but eventually eliminate the
stockpile as well.
Support for Research and Development
Research and development efforts promise innovations that could
reduce significantly U.S. vulnerability to cobalt shortfalls, both by expand32

ing supply and improving the performance of cobalt substitutes. Basic
research appears to be most in need of support. Coordination of government
research, and joint development efforts by government, industry, and
academia have also been recommended.
The federal government accounted for approximately one-half of U.S.
expenditures on research and development in fiscal year 1980. It devoted 4
percent of its total research and development budget to materials R&D,
funding 20 percent of the country's $5.* billion expenditure on R&D in the
area of materials. Private-sector investigators actually perform much of
the R&D in materials research for the federal government. In fiscal year
1980, 26 percent of the federal expenditures were in-house; 30 percent were
in non-civil service laboratories; and 42 percent were in the private sector
(23 percent in industry, 19 percent in universities).!!/
Concern about the level and scope^of R&D in the United States has
prompted numerous academic organizations (including the National
Academy of Sciences and the National Commission on Materials Policy) to
call for government funds to help extend the base of scientific knowledge
for new materials applications. The benefits from basic research efforts
generally extend beyond those directly involved. This makes it difficult for
private firms to underwrite extensive basic research and development
efforts, since they may be costlessly benefiting their competitors. Yet
basic research promises fundamental breakthroughs that can result in
extraordinary improvements in the nationfs material position. The development of fiber optics communications, for example, a product of basic
research efforts with lasers may substantially reduce the need for copper.
The cobalt price hike of the late 1970s generated considerable privatesector R&D directed toward development of cobalt-free alloys. Such
efforts have produced a number of cobalt-free substitutes. Industry R&D
can be expected to expand given the new tax credit for such expenditures
(25 percent above a three-year average). A recent business survey indicates
that, overall, business plans to spend $59.7 billion on R&D during 1982, an
increase of 17 percent from 1981 levels.il/ Industry sources, particularly in
the aerospace industry, indicate that R&D materials substitutes will receive
significant attention.
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An expansion of R&D in the field of mineral supplies has also been
recommended. The Geophysics Study Committee of the National Research
Council proposed increased research, undertaken jointly by government,
industry, and academia, to improve understanding of the basic process of
mineralization.!^/
Access to Public Lands
Access to public lands for the exploration, development, and mining of
cobalt has also been proposed. Mining spokesmen contend that "benign
exploration" of public lands, particularly in Alaska, might discover cobaltbearing ores of higher grade, comparable to central African ores. Were
"benign exploration" permitted to advance to development and mining,
assuming discovery of economically recoverable cobalt ores, strategic
vulnerability to a cobalt shortfall would be reduced. The nature of "benign"
exploration, however, is a contentious issue.
Debate exists as well over the nature and extent to which lands are
removed from access to mining concerns. Although this study did not
address these issues explicitly, it should be emphasized that justifying, on
national security grounds, the exploration, development, and mining of
cobalt on public lands translates to a decision to allow such development to
help reduce the economic losses that accompany a supply shortfall. As
previously discussed, such a shortfall involves major price increases and
much adjustment, but plant closings or significant lost economic output are
not envisioned.
Development of Ocean Mineral Resources
Deep-sea nodules contain vast amounts of cobalt (along with manganese and nickel).!!/ Estimates indicate that the amount of cobalt in these
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ocean floor nuggets may be over 500 billion pounds.!^/ Several impediments
remain to nodule production and little output from this source can be
expected in the next decade. But in the long run, there is potential for
capture of large quantities of cobalt and other metals.
If development of deep-sea nodules proves cost-effective, it promises
several benefits. Successful exploitation of manganese nodules by U.S.
firms should provide U.S. cobalt consumers with a steady long-term supply
of cobalt at relatively stable prices. The U.S. strategic position vis-a-vis
cobalt would be improved, and U.S. payments for metal imports reduced.
U.S. firms are involved in four multinational consortia, which, along
with a French industry/government consortium and a Japanese consortium,
comprise the present manganese nodule development effort. None of these
consortia has passed the research and development stage, nor has any of the
private consortia committed itself to commercial-scale operations. Technological, economic, and institutional barriers continue to bar the way to
commercial development. Estimates indicate that $150-250 million of
additional research and development per consortium are necessary, and that
a commercial-scale system will require a capital investment of well over $1
billion.iZ/ Moreover, potential developers are unwilling to proceed without
a clearer picture of the political climate for development--that is, they
need to understand better the "international rules of the game" that will
regulate ocean mining enterprises.
Taken together, these prerequisites to nodule development put private
production at least a decade away. The limited nature of U.S. vulnerability
to cobalt shortages suggests that direct subsidies to accelerate commercial
production would, as already noted, be an expensive insurance policy.
However, diplomatic efforts to establish the "rules of the game," and
federal efforts to minimize other institutional barriers to development,
might speed private development of nodules without a large expenditure of
public dollars.
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